
CPll Survey 
37 responses 

General 

How long have you owned your CPll unit? 

37 responses 

e Less than 1 year 

e 1-5 years 

e 5-lOyears 

e 10-20 years 

e More than 20 years 

Do you currently reside in the unit you own, or rent it out? 

37 responses 

e I live in the unit I own 

e I rent the unit I own to tenants 



On a scale of 1-5 with 1 being "not improve at all;' and 5 being "improve 
dramatically;' how much would the following changes improve your quality 
of life in CPll? 
4 responses 

NA 

3 

4 

Definitely. 

Landscaping Enhancements 
37 responses 

15 

10 

5 

0 
1 2 3 4 5 

Improved Security 
37 responses 



15 

10 

5 

0 
1 2 3 4 5 

Community-wide Social Engagements 
37 responses 
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10.0 

7.5 

5.0 

2.5 

0.0 
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Community-wide Social Engagements 
37 responses 



12.5 

10.0 

7.5 

5.0 

Better communication from Management 
37 responses 

15 

10 

5 

0 
1 2 3 

More frequent painting of building exteriors 
37 responses 

4 5 



15 

Patio repairs 
37 responses 

15 

10 

5 

0 
1 2 3 4 5 

Pet waste stations in the common areas 
37 responses 

12.5 

10.0 

7.5 

5.0 

2.5 

0.0 
1 2 3 4 5 



Secure bike storage in a common area 
37 responses 

12.5 

10.0 

7.5 

5.0 

2.5 

0.0 
1 2 3 

Sidewalk repairs 
37 responses 

15 

10 

5 

0 
1 2 3 

More visitor parking spots 
37 responses 

4 5 

4 5 



15 

10 

5 

0 (0%) 

0 
1 2 3 4 5 

Lighting improvements to reduce ambient light and improve visibility and 
security 
37 responses 

15 

10 

5 

1 (2.7%) 

0 
1 2 3 4 5 

Improved signage 
37 responses 



12.5 

10.0 

7 .5 

5.0 

2.5 

Consistency of front exterior features (doors, lights, unit numbering) 
37 responses 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 
1 2 3 4 5 

More telecommunications options (Verizon Fios, etc.) 
37 responses 



15 

- - ' 

Is there anything else that would greatly improve your quality of life in 
CPll? Or please feel free to elaborate on any of your answers above. 
37 responses 

From my random checks on my property, things look very stable and same as when I lived in unit years ago. Need 
better security only if it's deteriorated. (2) 

NA 

I think installing and maintaining a pet waste station in CPll is a very bad idea 

We have the opportunity to tum CPii into a true mid-century modem treasure. I'd love to see more consistency in 
lighting, #'sand front doors. Our MCM architecture and design shouldn't be comprised by installing cheap doors 
that don't match, Victorian lighting etc. I think we need a refresh and a beautiful lit neighborhood community sign 
at 3rd and I and at the 4th Street entrance. 

)()()( 

Changing the curb cut into the parking lot that faces I st. It would be so much easier to get a larger car into and 
out of the lot if two of the curbs were cut back to allow a wider swing in and out. 

Bike storage is my top priority! 

Composting option in common area - opportunity to be more green- like bike parking, composting, solar power, 
rain collection bins, etc. Would also like a CPI I listserve for owners to be able to engage/connect further. 

I would like a new or repaired patio so I don't walk out to mud. Also a new or repaired awning 

x 

better pest management of outdoor common areas- mosquitoes and other bugs were worse this year than last 

Nothing further to add 

Unit owners should be encouraged to make their homes more individual. Personally, I would love to see mine 
painted in a brighter color, rather than these boring neutrals, more like the vibrant colors you see on Capitol Hill, 
and I'd be more than happy to buy striped awnings to put over my upstairs windows. I think murals painted on the 
sides of the buildings by the parking lots would look cool. 

I would also love to see other people forced to clean up their patios. You all know how nice mine looks (1 am at 
-) and the unit next door is also nice. The homes behind ours look trashy and unkempt. 

Some kind of central recycling bin would be a nice thing to have. 

A central seating area in the common area might be a nice way to encourage residents to sit out there and read 



and chat with each other. 

I think all units should have storm doors, both for uniformity and to give the Fedex people a place to put small 
packages -- there would probably be less theft that way. (1 have never had anything taken from between my 
doors.) 

I kindly ask the Board to use great caution considering outdoor storage or for bicycles or other community 
belongings. Storage oftentimes becomes a liability, a graveyard for unused items and home value detractor for 
the unlucky owners w/ adjacent property. 

Organized community events; clean-ups, volunteering, gardening, etc. 

Nothing comes to mind. 

n/a 

The driveways to the parking lot on G street (in front of building 1) are too narrow. Residents and guests are 
repeatedly scraping their wheels and bodywork on the curbs while maneuvering in and out with their cars. It 
should not be a major project to just widen the places where the driveways meet the parking lot, thereby 
increasing the available turning circle and margin for error. This would be an enormous quality of life 
improvement. One solution that would probably take more work would be to eliminate the curbs entirely. I 
suggest polling the owners of the G Street units to find out if they would be willing to pool resources to contribute 
toward the cost of a fix. 

Improving exterior maintenance is important 

We really have an opportunity to highlight our very unique Mid Centruy Modem community in a park like setting. 
Everyone who visits comments how beautiful our property is. We need to take it up a notch starting with modem 
artchitecure appropriate front doors and lighting plus better signage and welcome signage with year established. 

Communication of the needs and challenge our association members (neighbors) are facing or dealing with. 

Security Cameras 

I love the CPI! landscaping and I think it is mostly well-maintained but sometimes the hedges need to be 
trimmed more frequently. I think the exteriors are painted frequently enough and they look good. I would like to 
see improvements on how the owners take care of their exteriors (like peeling paint on garages and doors and 
having junk on their stoops). We are guilty of keeping it up too but that would greatly improve the overall 
appearance of the townhomes. I would also like to see some improvement with the parking lot. I think it may 
need to be repaved and doing so would improve the overall look of the community. 

-Surveillance system NOT random security personnel 
-lawn sprinklers needed 

I know there's really nothing to be done about this, but the visitor parking spot situation isn't great. .. Also, the only 
other thing that's really noticeable is the multicolored sidewalks -- again, I know it's really expensive but if our 
home values are above $600K these days, shouldn't our sidewalks reflect that? We're really happy here and 
believe it's well run! 

Widen driveway entry off I street into complex. (319 - 331) 

Round off the comers so that it's easier to pull into the G street parking area without scraping tires. (320-332) 

A list of approved people or companies that are recommended to do repair work. 

Neighborhood watch consideration for security since other methods have not worked. 



Trim plants around patio areas so none are more than one story tall. And plant non-invasive ground cover where 
grass is not growing. 

My rating of 3 for sidewalks reflects the current excellent shape of the sidewalks on my block, both the walkway 
to my house and the public sidewalk. Both were in need of repair, and both are now much improved - thanks! 

more knowledge/info about what is occurring 

Management does a good job of communicating with co-owners--more is better 

No 

I am very happy with communications from management and the current painting schedule 

Once a year cleaning the exteriors of the houses would go a long way to freshening up the place. 

On a scale of 1-5 with 1 being not at all important, and 5 being extremely 
important, how would you rate the following priorities for the Board? 
37 responses 

6 
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4 
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Blank Keeping costs d... see below n/a 

Keeping dues low 
37 responses 



15 

10 

5 

Avoiding a Special Assessment to pay for major capital repairs 
37 responses 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 (0%) 
1 (2.7%) 

0 
1 2 3 4 5 

Ensuring we maintain (and, where relevant, return to) the community's 
original architectural designs 
37 responses 



12.5 

10.0 

7.5 

Using funds to maintain the landscaping and keep trees healthy 
37 responses 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 (0%) 

0 
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Using funds to improve the landscaping and plant new trees 
37 responses 

15 

10 

5 

0 (0%) 

0 
1 2 3 4 5 



Do you prefer to receive information from management by mail or email? 
37 responses 

• Mail 

e Email 

Is the information you currently are receiving timely and useful? 
37 responses 

e ves 
• No 

e some mail is Not timely 

e sometimes 

e Helpful & timely at times 

e It depends. The information 
on the deck project came 
late and has been sporadic. 

What information do you want to receive from the board or Management 
that you are not currently receiving? 
37 responses 



n/a (2) 

none (2) 

Ok (2) 

None (2) 

NA 

board meeting minutes 

Vision of the future. We can really make our community stand out especially in the •theatre/arts" district. 
Perhaps some MCM sculptures incorporated into the main entrances or common areas. 

)()()( 

I feel reasonably well informed by management. 

Minutes of board meeting 

can't think of anything at the moment 

I would like more information on future projects and fire cost projections. 

x 

More regular updates about board decisions and happenings in tje community 

I receive enough information 

can't think of a thing. Adam is very responsive whenever I have asked him about anything. 

Monthly budget variances, or categorized spending that deviates from budget line items. 

changes in services or schedules 

Nothing comes to mind. 

Upcoming planned projects with designs 

see below 

I'd lover there to be automatic reminders for the community members to take their recycling out now that the 
dates have changed. I sometimes walk around and see recycling in the trash etc. 

Na 

no 

Minutes of monthly meetings. 

A list of future or desired improvements. 

A simple statement covering the monthly meetings? 

Current information fine. 



Summary of annual meeting -- if budget was approved, fee increases, results of other voting, who was elected to 
the board, and who the building reps are now, if that is still happening 

monthly digest of what the Board is deliberating & deciding; monthly/quarterly newsletter 

It would be helpful if Board shares decision-making process on major projects like balcony repairs to get c~ 
owners buy-in since monies used come from c~owners' monthly fees. And not only at annual meeting 

would like to have a list of owners 

Maybe links to SW and Wharf events 

What information would you like to see on the CPll website? 
37 responses 

n/ a (2) 

Haven't looked (2) 

NA 

board meeting minutes and a list of all of the owners (password protected- even though it is publicly available 
information). 

More interactive polls like this to provide feedback to the board. 

)()()( 

Reiteration of some of the rules both for newcomers and old timers. 

CPll listserve sign-up 

N/ a not looking there 

x 

Community news updates 

More useful house holds tips, lists of respected repair/construction companies, handy men 

Really, we have a website? I was not aware of that. 

Schedule for community work including trash pickup, contract work (backyard porches) and landscaping/roof 
maintenance/trimming. 

recommendations for neighbortlood resources, vendors, services, events, etc. 

1. Updates on maintenance and repairs. 
2. Security alerts. 



3. Parking rules & their enforcement. 

links to blueprints 

none 

Na 

Quarterly updates of planned and completed initiatives, projects, changes and financial reporting. 

what is already there 

I like the website! 

Na 

Oh we have a website? 

Meeting notes could be placed there. 

Just keep information current. 

List of recommended repair people or companies. 

I do not use it. SAD. 

Current information fine. 

I don't check it often -- but I should do that. 

Copy of monthly Board report, quarterly financial reports; c~owner-recommended vendors for HVAC, plumbing, 
etc.; annual budgets & audit reports; names and contact info of current Directors; members of various 
Committees; synopsis of Committee reports; actual photos of the property during seasons & events; proposed 
agenda for monthly Directors' meeting. 

Question for me is how many c~owners access the website whih iswhy i think mailngs are still important and 
useful, particularly for our senior residents (which I'm rapidly approaching lol) 

N/A 

history of CPll, continually updated calendar, community bulletin board (mostly for offering free furniture etc) 

Website? Publish it better. 

Your Ideas 



Currently, CPll maintains a Master Antenna TV service which provides 
free TV (over-the-air channels) service to the community. It occasionally 
requires costly repairs. How important is this service to you? 

37 responses 

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 
1 2 

Do you feel safe living in CPll? 

37 responses 

3 

1 (2.7%) 

e ves 
• No 

4 

e somewhat 

5 

e Mostly- sometimes members 
of the public hang out on the 
property and irs not timely to 
call when they are seen 
because they leave before 
anyone responds 

e I rent to tenants. 

What security features would help improve your overall feeling of safety in 
CPll? (e.g. cameras, better lighting, lower shrubs) 
37 responses 



none (2) 

cameras (2) 

Not sure, is it more unsafe now? (2) 

Better lighting (2) 

Lighting 

cameras and better lighting. 

xxx 

All of the above. 

n/a 

Better lighting, CPI I listserve to alert neighbors of an incident and/or text alert 

I would like my back shrubs behind my home higher. Maybe cameras would help deter crime 

I would suggest the board consider exploring the installation of security cameras in select locations that provide 
broad coverage of the areas that are most susceptible to break-ins and vandalism. Subtly placed and in-obtrusive 
cameras could serve as a powerful deterrent to would-be thieves, though careful attention would also need to be 
made to preserve owners' and renters' privacy, particularly in the back-yard common areas. 

cameras, private property signage in prominent places 

camaeras near the trash pickup and better lighting between the high bushes in CP II. I know its probably a moot 
point but locking the gates at the back side of CP II is both silly and dangerous. 

Better lighting. 

Lights, cleanliness fundamental keys to safety. 

cameras and signage they exist 

We have no issues with current safety situation. 

lighting 

lighting, cameras, lower shrubs, more obvious security guard patrols 

lower shrubs 

Better lighting 

security cameras 

I think the biggest danger is from people driving too fast down G street and that is only going to get worse as the 
neighborhood gets more popular. I'd like to see speed bumps or whatever we can do to make our neighborhood 
safer from speed demons. 

Surveillance cameras/ system 

better lighting 



cameras since DC Govt has a rebate of sorts 

cameras, and better lighting 

Lower shrubs -- those planted years ago have been allowed to gradually grow higher and higher. Better lighting. 
cameras may be helpful, depending upon who is monitoring them and how. 

Lighting for sure. cameras would be good but costly-- who monitors, maintains, etc. 

Better (additional) lghting in parking lots Mounted cameras in lots would be helpful and with DC offering rebates 
seems a no brainer. 

cameras (shrubs are fine) 

Communications. Management and the Board getting updates from the local police and passing along 
information on happenings and things to be aware of and tips/pointers for security would be good. 

Currently, the community has trash pick-up on Mondays, Wednesdays, and 
Fridays. Would you be willing to see a reduction in the number of days per 
week trash is picked up if it resulted in savings for the Association? 
37 responses 

e ves 
• No 

e Maybe 

Currently, the community pays for weekly bulk trash pickup. Would you be 
willing to see the frequency of bulk trash pickup reduced to once per 
month or on an as-needed basis if it resulted in savings for the 

Association? 
37 responses 



e ves 
e No 

e Maybe 

Currently, the community has recycling pickup on Wednesdays. Would you 
like to increase the frequency, even if it cost more? 
37 responses 

e ves 
e No 

e Maybe 

Many of our residents ride bikes but there is no safe outdoor place to 
store them. Would you be willing to have the Association install a secure 
community bike rack in a common area? 
37 responses 



e ves 
e No 

e Maybe 

Depending on the community bike storage solution, would you be willing 

to have the Association install a secure community bike rack in the 
common areas which residents could use for a reasonable monthly fee? 
37 responses 

e ves 
e No 

e Maybe 

Currently, residents' packages are delivered to their doorsteps. Would you 

be interested in having the Association install a secure lock box where 
packages could be delivered? 
37 responses 



e ves 

What could the Association do to encourage residents to keep their back 
yards tidy and improve the landscaping around their units? 
37 responses 

Not sure (2) 

NA 

peer pressure 

I think there should be a spring and fall service day. Everyone participates with the help of landscaping 
companies to blow leaves out etc. give suggestions to owners on what to plant. 

xxx 

This is a tough subject. Other than for the most egregious violators (trash accumulating, weeds growing 6 feet 
high, I don't think there's much that can or should be done. 

Install outdoor lighting so the back areas can be used at night; be clearer about what changes can be made 
outdoors without approval; get community bike storage! 

Our back patio needs to be fixed- bricks are coming up because of tree root. It makes a good portion of it 
unusable at this point. We need to take on cost to fix patio- we have ideas for beautification, but have not 
proceeded due to cost and has remained lower priority over other internal house repairs. 

As far as landscaping/tidy- perhaps there could be a CPI I garden club. Where services of landscaping/tidying 
could be offered by club to residents who would like to participate. Maybe small fee to cover some costs of 
plants, etc. 

Fix the patios 

The association may want to consider asking owners' to flll out a very brief (i.e. one-page) form that seeks their 
input on landscaping improvements that they would like to see a) to the community as a whole; b) to the 
common areas near their units, and c) a brief description of their plans for the areas around their units (with a 
very gentle reminder that this area is each owners' responsibility). The form could also include the names and 
contact information for members of the landscaping committee who are willing to provide consultative advice on 
steps they can take to improve the areas around their units. 

Unsure- seems to be a personnel issue 

Provide information on what the Condo association does - it would be nice to have a schedule for when the 
blowers are coming and the roofs are being cleaned. Also advice on how to improve the patios 

You could waive the monthly fee once as an incentive for people to spend a few bucks on plants, sort of a Most 
Improved contest. Obviously they'd be spending the money first, but perhaps several of them will do this. 

Fine the slobs or have our landscapers do their patios, and put a lien on their property if they do not pay. 



Find a contractor (perhaps the existing one) and get them to offer some kind of volume discount price for doing 
several places at once. I have long thought it would be nice to do that with window washers or other services like 
that -- when my next door neighbors had their windows cleaned, I asked the same guy to do mine and it resulted 
in a lower price than either of us would have paid individually. 

Backyard BBQs. Envy and embarrassment can be motivational tools. 

Host community work days with coffee and organized lawn scrap/cutting pickup 
Host native plant sale in the spring 
Impose a warning system with fines after repeated offenses 

Provide landscaping guidance & instruction. 

n/a 

I don't know; perhaps impose fees if residents won't 

better take care of the common areas 

I'm clueless about my patio area. I would love recommendations from a landscape or design team. Perhaps a 
Mcontest" to vote on coolest outdoor space or best landscaping to encourage other owners to have more pride 
plus I'd love some ideas. 

engage a handyman Oandscaper) who can assist homeowners with projects 

have to think about that. Maybe there's a way to have the association publish a list (maybe monthly) that 
identified the units for which the association has received some number of complaints. Not owners or renters 
names necessarily, but just identify the unit should greater than some number of complaints had been received. 

Good question. I think offering a landscaping service for a reduced fee would be great. Or fine them. 

Reasble warning/fine 

seems unnecessary 

Privately call unit owner's attention to the issue 

Hasn't been a problem for me. 

Give recognition to those who take an interest in their yards. 

issue warning notices and then impose fines ---TBD 

Consider credit to condo fee to encourage them. 

Have an annual backyard clean-up/picnic in spring or fall. Direct the landscapers not to cut the grass so short in 
the summer. which contributes to its dying out. I used to have grass in my backyard; now it's just a dirt plot. 

A touchy & subjective area! Owner-to-owner and/or Director rep discussion/ contact. Management to continue 
written notices of violations. 

Offer co-owners/neighbors advice/tips on landscaping I do not have a green thumb and everything i plant dies. 
Perhaps that could be part of Spring walk-thru. 

Communicate the desire to the residents and make information/assistance/support available. 



polite letters from management to the slobs 

This is a great question. The owners would like to know what their backyards consist of. What is the space they 
own. What is common area. Since the buildings were moved from rental units to owned units, the backyards 
have not been delineated. I know some owners would appreciate actually owning their space and being able to 
maintain it and update it to their specifics. This would be a great step forward and would also lower outdoor 
maintenance costs - possibly. 

What other changes could help improve your quality of life in CPll? 
37 responses 

n/a (2) 

Need more detailed info on Master Antenna. It's probably a relic of past?? I'm a Verizon fros person. (2) 

NA 

can we reduce trash pickup in the cooler months but keep 3x per week from June-October? 

I'd love to see our community shine! I think updated lighting throughout (more modem take on the globe), 
consistent house numbering and modem lighting on all of the units. 

People not putting out bulk trash whenever they feel like it. 

Just keep the structures in good condition. 

Have I mentioned community bike storage? 

Composting and bike storage. Would be open to reducing trash service if composting on site was available. 

More flowers in the landscape! 

x 

Indoor bike storage would be preferred over outdoor storage 

Nothing more to add 

can't think of any. 

Lose the community antenna; poor expenditure. Increase telecom connectivity; let's attract Verizon. caution on 
the bike storage; I've seen multiple HOA bike racks tum into graveyards ... and I'd argue creating a storage rack 
doesn't encourage bike riding - it encourages bike storage. Less daily trash pickups; we aren't creating the refuse 
to justify three pickups. Keep the bulk trash schedule frequent; that type material in a backyard will more 
significantly diminish our HOA's value. 

advanced notice for CPI I scheduled services, installation of a secure bike area behind the community fence, 
installation of nearby capital bikeshare, weekly community yoga in the courtyard, organized monthly events 



stricter enforcement of parking regulations & bulk trash deposit. 

see above re parking lot access off of G street 

No 

Set up a regular process to facilitate suggestions/ request from homeowners 

Lock boxes, secure bike racks and security cameras are all good ideas. We've experienced package pirating and 
petty theft from an unlocked car ourselves. Perhaps the association could enter into a contract on behalf of the 
residents that offered the installation of security film over the ground story and second story windows and doors. 
Maybe if a company were given a guaranteed number of installations it might be worth it to them to provide the 
service. I guess you'd have to poll the community ahead of time to see how many owners would promise to buy 
the film but that seems fairly easy to do. That number could then be presented to the film installers to the 
propose a price. 

I'd like to get to know my neighbors better and that is on me to do so. 

Snow removal contractor can improve equipment to prevent breakdowns 
Maybe a skid steer snowblower (maneuver parking lots) 
Room for improvement Parking lot snow clean up 

I'd like to see benches and maybe a picnic table in the common courtyard areas. It would be wonderful to use 
when the weather is nice. 

Again, widen the entrances off I street so that one can swing turns without running rear tires onto curb in turning. 

It was noticeably different when you sprayed for mosquitos. I'd like to see that annually. It allows us to use the 
backyard more. 

Additional visitor parking with clear signage. 

encouraging our neighbors to be more considerate of each other, eg, respecting the 11pm-7am noise policy. 

None - and thank you for the survey! 

There has been a lot of turnover in the past several years. Having ways for "older" residents and newer ones to 
get to know each other and provide community support. 

Provide more information about what is happening and why!! Consult with long-time owners and former Directors 
for info about when-why-how previous decisions were made & how they were addressed --- seek alternative 
impact statements. 

I would like to suggest a "recycle" day/pick up where co-owners can put out paint cans and things that aren"t 
usually allowed in bulk trash-though folks do. Also how about a "shredding day" where co-owners can bring.say, 
two boxes of papers to be shredded? I know I get so many offers and "blank checks" my little shredder can 
barely keep up. Thanks for soliciting input. Happy 2018! 

None 

improved walkways in the rear (between PPC and CPll) and a restored mural. For future, explore solar options, 
explore green roof options, explore covered parking options (with solar/green roofs) 

Working with CP4 to ensure the speed bumps and humps are painted and updated. Traffic has been speeding 
along the road of late. 
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